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We present a new semantics for a language in the family of concurrent constraint logic languages. 
The semantics can be based on a notion of clause uqfolding, since the language is closrd under this 
transformation. The unfolding semantics is obtained as a limit of an infinite unfolding process. 
Unfolding is also used to define an immediate consequences operator and, therefore, a fixpoint 
semantics in the typical logic programming style. The result of both the unfolding and the fixpoint 
semantics is a set of rrucriw hrkariors, which are trees abstractly representing all the possible 
computations of a program. including deadlocks and finite failures. 
1. Introduction 
Committed choice logic languages (CCL), which include GHC [45], PARLOG 
[4,22] and Concurrent Prolog (CP) [42,43], have been considered in the last few 
years as a very interesting combination of concurrency and logic programming. We 
assume the reader to be familiar with this class of languages (see [43] for a detailed 
and updated survey). Let us just recall the basic CCL computational model. The body 
of a typical CCL clause consists of two components: the yuard, which states the 
conditions which have to be satisfied before the clause can be applied, and the proper 
body, which specifies the actions to be performed after the (nonbacktrackable) selec- 
tion of the clause, i.e. after the commitment to that particular clause. Different choices 
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in the definition of the guard and the proper body lead to considerably different 
computational models with different expessive powers. One relevant feature is,flutness. 
Namely, nonflat languages allow the guards to contain program-defined predicates. 
On the contrary, in flat languages, only system-defined predicates can appear in the 
guard. In the class of flat languages, we have, on one side, languages like flat GHC, flat 
PARLOG and FCP (I) [45.4,22,43], which allow “asking” actions to take place only 
before the commitment (i.e. languages where a clause is not allowed to export bindings 
until commitment) and, on the other side, languages like cc(_1,1) [39] and FCP(:) 
[26,43] where a “tell” action (i.e. an evaluation which affects the external environ- 
ment) can take place before the commitment. In what follows, we will refer to the latter 
as the a&: tcjll languages. The “ask” mechanism depends on the specific language. 
In general, the notion of “ask” can be reduced to a kind of usk unijcation, i.e. 
a modified unification which is performed relatively to a given environment whose 
variables cannot be instantiated. Typical ask mechanisms are the read-only annota- 
tions of CP [42], the one-way unification of PARLOG 14,221 and the GHC rule of 
suspension [45]. Different synchronization methods, as, for example, the deter- 
minacy conditions of P-Prolog [48] and the similar ones in Alps 1321, Andorra 
Prolog [23] and Pandora [I], are beyond the scope of this paper and will not be 
considered. 
Recently, the concurrent constraint (cc) lanyuut_lr paradigm has been proposed in 
140,411 as a computational model which encompasses the flat CCL framework. The 
cc paradigm integrates concurrent logic programming with constraint logic program- 
ming [25] and is based on a logical formulation of the synchronization mechanism, 
first introduced in [32] and then used in [39] to characterize the synchronization 
primitives of various concurrent logic languages. In the cc framework, a computation 
is the concurrent execution of agents which can “ask” and “tell” constraints to a global 
structure named “store”. Ask operations are performed atomically to ask if a con- 
straint is entailed by the current store and can succeed, fail (if the current store is not 
consistent with the asked constraint) or suspend (if the store is consistent with the 
constraint but does not entail it). The set of constraints in the store is monotonically 
extended by the tell operations which are performed atomically too. If the store 
represents, by means of constraints, the partial information about the possible values 
for the program variables, at each step of the computation the store describes a more 
constrained set of values, The (success, failure or deadlock) result of the computation 
is the projection of the final store on the variables of the initial state of the computa- 
tion, the final store being, respectively, the store of a success, a failure or a deadlock 
state of computation. 
A concurrent constraint language cc(%) is parametric w.r.t. the underlying con- 
straint system %‘. In particular. if the constraints are equalities over the domain of 
Herbrand terms, the resulting language is essentially similar to the flat versions of 
committed choice languages [40,41], and the various notions of “ask unification” of 
CCL languages can be considered as particular implementations of the logical 
formulation of the ask mechanism in terms of entailment. 
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The semantics of CCL programs was considered by many authors, following 
several different approaches. Some of these studies consider the operational semantics 
only (see, for example, [2,38]). Others can somewhat be considered as examples in the 
denotational style (see, for example, [21,6- 10,20,41]). None of the above approaches 
is really satisfactory if concurrent logic programs have to be considered as logical and 
not only as concurrent. In fact, the approach and the formal tools are exactly those 
that have been used in other areas of concurrency (imperative concurrent program- 
ming), while the typical semantic definition style of logic programs (the model- 
theoretic semantics or the first-order fixpoint semantics based on the “bottom-up” 
immediate consequences operator [47]) is completely ignored. The “logic” approach 
was pursued by other authors. For example, [30,3 l] defined a fixpoint semantics for 
deadlock-free programs. This construction was then extended to a fixpoint character- 
ization of the success set for the full language (see [ 111, the “declarative” semantics in 
[S] and [35] for a greatest fixpoint definition). If we consider reactive systems, i.e. 
systems whose computational aim is establishing a permanent interaction with the 
external environment, a characterization of the success set is not enough, since the 
results of failed, deadlocked and, in general, nonterminated computations are seman- 
tically relevant. 
In this paper, which is an extended version of [17], we are concerned with the 
problem of defining a fixpoint semantics modeling successes, deadlocks and finite 
failures. We want the semantics to be based on an immediate consequences operator. 
This can be obtained following the approach originally sketched in [28], already 
applied in [29] to pure logic programs and in [11] to the success set of CCL 
programs. This approach has also clearly inspired the denotational definition in [20], 
which uses a “semantic” form of clauses and a transformation which are exactly the 
same as those in [l 11. The key issue of the approach is that models should allow to 
derive the observable operational properties. The right notion of model is, informally, 
that of a (possibly infinite) set of unit clauses, and the relevant operational properties 
must be observable by executing a goal in the model [12-141. With this notion of 
model, a formal semantics can be based on program transformation techniques, i.e. 
ur!folding [3,44]. Unfolding is, in fact, strongly related to the operational semantics 
and can be used to formally derive the model, which is also a program. The unfolding 
semantics and the least-fixpoint semantics are closely related, since the immediate 
consequences operator is technically very similar to the unfolding. 
The first problem is then finding a semantically correct and total (i.e. always 
applicable) set of unfolding rules. For example, none of the attempts [15,16,46] to 
define a set of unfolding rules for GHC resulted in a total set. As we will show, the 
problem is related to the fact that the syntax of the language is not powerful enough to 
express its own semantics, which has to be preserved by the unfolding process. A first 
solution to this problem was the language NGHC (nested guarded horn clauses) [ 111, 
where the syntax of flat GHC was extended so as to allow the definition of a total set 
of unfolding rules, preserving the success semantics. In the case of reactive systems, 
however, we want to model also failed and deadlocked computations. Therefore, 
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following the NGHC direction inspired by Curien’s philosophy [S] of making the 
syntax akin to the semantics, we defined cc(X)), whose main feature is a tree structure 
of clauses. Due to this improvement in syntax, it is possible to define a total set of 
unfolding rules which preserve the operational reactive semantics for successes, 
deadlocks and finite failures. According to the method of [29], an unfolding semantics 
can then be given. The u$oMiny setnnntics of a program P is the interpretation 
obtained as limit of an infinite unfolding process of P. an interpretation being a set of 
reactive behaviors which are essentially equivalence classes of unit clauses of the 
language. A jspoint setnuntics in the classic logic programming style is defined by 
making use of an operator T,, defined in terms of unfolding. The fixpoint and 
unfolding semantics are proved equivalent. cc(,Y) turns out being very similar to 
a particular instance of the concurrent constraint languages family [40,41], and we 
will then consider it in the cc paradigm. Hence, in this paper, we show the semantic 
construction for a generic cc(%) language. The semantics of cc languages has been 
considered in some recent papers [20,9,10,41]. The relation of our results to those 
contained in these papers will be discussed in Section 9. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show the motivations for the 
definitions of the cc(X) (and w(% )) language as a language closed under unfolding. In 
Section 3 the cc(% ) syntax is introduced. Section 4 discusses the operational semantics 
and contains a formal definition via transition systems. The unfolding rules are shown 
in Section 5. Section 6 contains the basic definitions of interpretation and ordering on 
interpretations. The equivalence-preserving properties of the unfolding and the un- 
folding semantics are introduced in Section 7. An equivalent fixpoint semantics is 
defined in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 is devoted to a discussion on related and future 
work. The appendix contains the proof of some technicals lemmata and theorems. 
2. Towards a concurrent language closed under unfolding 
As sketched in the introduction, we are interested in the definition of a correct and 
totul set of unfolding rules. The set of rules is correct if the unfolded program is 
semantically equivalent to the original one. The set is total if it allows to unfold every 
procedure call in any program clause. The standard “one-level” guard structure of 
concurrent logic languages is not powerful enough to allow the definition of such a set 
of unfolding rules. In fact, it is well known that the semantics of languages with 
synchronization can be described compositionally only in terms of sequences (of 
substitutions, constraints, actions) 137, 281. Therefore, since the semantics has to be 
preserved by the unfolding process, sometimes it is not possible to apply the unfolding 
to a clause. because it is not possible (for synchronization reasons) to reduce the 
sequence of guards defined by the operational semantics to a unique semantically 
equivalent one level guard. Before giving an example for the flat GHC case, let us 
informally introduce the language. For an extensive discussion on (flat and nonflat) 
GHC, see [45,43]. A flat GHC program is a finite set of clauses of the form H :-G 1 B, 
where H, the head, is an atom, B, the body, is a conjunction of atoms and G, the guard, 
is a conjunction of unification atoms of the form t 1 = t2. The computation rule for flat 
GHC can be considered as an AND parallel resolution, where the synchronization 
mechanism is defined by the following rules. 
l Rule of suspension. The evaluation of the clause p(hi,. . . , h,) :--sl = tl, . . , s, = t,lB 
on the goal A =p(li, . . . , I,,,) succeeds if there exists an mgu 0 for the terms 
(hi,..., Ir,,s1,..., s,,) and (I, ,..., I,, ti ,..., t,,) which does not instantiate any vari- 
able occurring in A. The evaluation fails if the terms (hi ,..., h,, s1 ,..., s,) and 
(Il,...,lm,fl,..., t,) are not unifiable and suspends otherwise. 
l Rule of commitment. Let GO = A , ,..., A, be a goal. In order to replace the atom Ai, 
1 <i< n, a clause H :- GIB is nondeterministically chosen among those whose 
evaluation on Ai succeeds. Then GO is transformed to (A, ,..., Ai_l, B, 
Ai+l,... , A,)U, where 0 is the result of the successful evaluation of H :-GIB on Ai. 
The evaluation of a goal is the AND parallel evaluation of its atomic components, 
according to the previous rules. A successful GHC goal refutation computes an 
answer substitution, as is the case for pure logic programs. Let us now show an 
example. 
Example 2.1 (Levi [28]). Let W be a Flat GHC program containing the following 
clauses: 
(Cl) s(X, Y):-true/X=a,t(a, Y). 
(cz) t(X, Y):- Y=bltrue. 
The existing unfolding rules [ 15,16,46] do not allow the unfolding of ci using cl. In 
fact, the clause c3 
(c3) s(X, Y):- Y=blX=a., 
which could be the result of the naive unfolding of ci, is equivalent to ci only if we 
consider goals consisting of a single call to s. Indeed, ifs occurs in conjunction with 
other goals, the order of evaluation of the unification atoms X=a and Y=b is 
relevant to synchronization. For example, in the program 
P= ((cl) s(X, Y):-trueIX=a,t(u, Y). 
(c2) f(X, Y):- Y=hltrue. 
(c-4) p(X, Y):-X=al Y=b. 1, 
the goal s(X, Y), p(X, Y) can only succeed, while it can only lead to a deadlock in the 
program obtained from P by replacing clause c1 with cj. The correct unfolding of c1 
should then be the (nonflat GHC) clause 
(c5 1 s(X, Y):ktrueIX=a+Y=hltrue., 
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which tells us that in the evaluation of s(X, Y) first the tell unification atom X = a is 
evaluated and then the ask atom Y= h. 
The first step towards the solution of the above problem is the extension of the 
language syntax, so as to allow multiple guard layers in a clause, as first suggested in 
[28]. This is exactly the structure of nested GHC (NGHC) clauses [ll], later called 
reactire clauses in [20]. Reactive clauses can be defined in concurrent constraint 
languages as well [40,41], where layers are viewed as a synctactic sugar for anony- 
mous procedures. The two main concepts of guarded clauses, namely the synchroniz- 
ation and the commitment rule, have to be adapted to the multiple guard layers of 
reactive clauses. We first consider synchronization and then show that the GHC 
suspension rule does not work correctly when applied to reactive clauses obtained by 
unfolding regular guarded clauses. 
Example 2.2. Let us consider the following flat GHC program: 
R= i(c,, p(X, W):-X=,f( Y)l W=h,q(Z). 
(c2) q(X):-X=alrrzre. 1. 
The goal p(X. Y) results in a deadlock because of the guard in c2. The unfolding of 
clause c1 is the (nonflat GHC) clause 
(c3) p(X. IV):-X=j’( Y)l W=h+Z=ajtrur., 
which does not lead to a deadlock for the same goal, under the GHC suspension rule 
(since the guard Z = N always succeeds). 
A synchronization in terms of a global rule (like that of GHC) would not allow to 
define a correct unfolding unless the syntax is extended to keep track of the previous 
unfoldings. A more elegant solution was chosen in NGHC [l 11 by transforming the 
(global) synchronization rule into a local synchronization primitive. In the GHC case, 
this transformation can be achieved by using the one-way unification primitive, 
introduced in PARLOG [22] and defined as follows. 
Definition 2.3 (One-way unijctrtion prir~zitice <). Let s and t be two first-order terms. 
(i) If there exists an idempotent mgu H of s and t such that H does not bind 
variables in s then s<t succeeds with computed answer substitution 6. 
(ii) If s and t can be unified only by binding variables in s then s < t suspends. 
(iii) Ifs and t cannot be unified then s<r fails. 




and the unfolding of c1 
(c;) p(X, W):+X<f(Y)I W=b+Z<uItrue. 
correctly represents the ask constraint of clause c2. Note also that the same argument 
applies to the synchronization of cc languages. In the general case of constraints, the 
transformation of the global synchronization rule into a local synchronization primi- 
tive requires the local variables to be explicitly quantified when appropriate (see later). 
If we consider the Herbrand constraint system, PARLOG one-way unification is 
exactly all that is needed. The above sketched solution is the one proposed in NGHC 
[l 11. The syntax of an NGHC reactive clause is: 
P(X I,..., X,):-ask, ~tell,~~~~~asli,~tell,,B~)...) B,. 
The askis are sets of one-way unification atoms (S < t) which express conditions on the 
“external environment” (through the variables X 1,. . , X,) which have to be satisfied 
without instantiating such variables. The tellis are sets of unification atoms (s=t) 
which define the values that have to be passed to the external environment. B1 , . , B, 
is the clause body consisting of standard atoms which represent procedure calls. The 
possibility of syntactically specifying, by means of reactive clauses, arbitrary sequences 
of ask (one-way) and tell unifications allows the definition of a correct (w.r.t. the 
success set semantics) and total set of unfolding rules. Given the unfolding rules, an 
unfolding and an equivalent fixpoint success semantics for NGHC have been defined. 
The semantics of a predicate p in the program P is a set of sequences of input one-way 
and output unifications, i.e. a set of NGHC unit clauses for p, which is obtained by the 
infinite unfolding of the clauses for p in P [1 11. 
However, NGHC reactive clauses are not satisfactory to deal with the finite-failures 
semantics. The problem is related to the commit operator which affects the finite- 
failures semantics, which must also be preserved by any correct unfolding transforma- 
tion. Let us consider an example. 
Example 2.4. Let Q be the following NGHC program: 
Q= ((cl) q(X, Y):-X<f’(Z)I Y=a,p(Z). 
(Cl) p(X):-X<f’(Z)lZ=u. 
(c3) p(X):-Xdg(Z)IZ=a. 1. 
The unfolding of Q is the program Q’, where clause c1 has been unfolded to the “set 
of clauses” (cd, c5 1: 
Q’={(c,) q(X, Y):-X<,f(Z)I Y=u+Z<,f(W)l W=a. 
(cg) q(X, Y):-X<f(Z)I Y=a+Z<g(W)I W=a. 
(Cl) p(X):-X<.f(Z)IZ=u. 
((.j) p(X):-X<g(Z)lZ=u. ; 
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The goal q(f((l(X)), Y) always succeeds in Q (by reducing p(g(X)) using the only 
clause whose guard can be satisfied, namely c.~). Such a goal could fail in Q’ by 
nondeterministically selecting for LJ(,~‘( y(X)), Y) clause c4. 
The problems related to finite failures in the above example are instances of the 
well-known problem of modeling observationally different behaviors in process 
theory [33] (see Fig. 1). In order to preserve the finite-failures semantics, it is necessary 
to keep somehow track of the nondeterministic choice structure of the language. 
Therefore, the semantics of nested commitments of NGHC was defined in such a way 
that after a commitment at level k<m in the clause 
p(X I,..., X,,):pctsk, I tell I,..., usk, Itdl,+B ,,..., B,. 
all the clauses for p whose prefix is equal to 
P(X , ,..., X,,): ask, /tell ,,...r askA /tell,. 
are still competing for the selection. This operational semantics can better be defined 
and semantically understood by modifying the language so as to allow to syntactically 
specify the tree-like nondeterministic choice structure (reactive trees). For example, if 
+ is a (guarded) disjunction operator, the program Q in Example 2.4 can be unfolded 
to the following program: 
Q”=;(ch) q(X, Y):+X<f’(Z)/ Y=a+((Z<f’(W)I W=u) 
+(z<g(W)l W=u)). 
((.z) P(X):+Xd,f’(Z)/Z=Ll. 
((3) p(X):+X<g(Z)/Z=n. 13 
where the commit has the natural meaning of nonbacktrackable selection of one of the 
clause guards among those occurring at the same level, i.e. within the scope of the 
same + operator. It is worth noting that cc languages allow the definition of reactive 
trees (called nested clauses in [40]), which are just syntactic notations for multiple 
clauses. 
A different problem, which is not solved in NGHC, is shown by the following 
program. 
R= j((.,) r(X, Y):--X<,f’(Z)I Y=u+p(Z). 
((‘8) r(X, Y):-Xbf(Z)I Y=u+z(Z). 
((.Q) p(X):-Xdf(Z)/Z=u. 





FIN. I. Two observationally different trees 
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The unfolding of R is 
R’={(cll) r(X, Y):-X<f‘(Z)/ Y=a+Zdf( W)l W=a. 
(c,z) r(X, Y):-X<f(Z)I Y=u+Zdg(W)J W=a. 
(cg) p(X):-Xd,f(Z)IZ=a. 
(c10) z(X):-X<y(Z)1Z=a. >. 
The goal r(f’(g(X)), Y) can fail in the program R by selecting the clause c,, while 
the same goal always succeeds in R’ because, given the operational semantics of 
NGHC with the previously sketched rule of “multiple commitment”, after the (suc- 
cessful) evaluation of the guard X <,f(Z) I Y=a, both clauses cI1 and c12 are still 
active and competing for being selected. This problem is solved with the tree structure 
of clauses using the guarded + operator. The following program corresponds to the 
NGHC program R. 
P={(c13) r(X, Y):-((Xd.f(Z)I Y=a+p(Z)) 
+(x<f‘(z)i Y=u+z(Z)). 
(c4) p(X):-Xq”(Z)IZ=a. 
(clo) z(X):-Xbg(Z)lZ=u. 3. 
The unfolding of P is the program 
P’={(c,~) r(X, Y):-((X<f‘(Z)I Y=u-+Z<,f(W)~ W=u) 
+(X<,f’(Z)I Y=u+Zdg( W)l W=u)). 
((.q) p(X):-X<f(Z)IZ=u. 
(clo) z(X):-X<g(Z)(Z=u. I 
and the two programs P and P’ are equivalent both for the success set and for the 
finite-failures semantics. 
The previous discussion and examples emphasize the fact that a tree structure of 
clauses is necessary if the language has to be closed under unfolding. Indeed, as shown 
in [lo], it is possible to define a fully abstract reactive semantics for cc languages using 
linear structures only. However, in this case, the semantic objects do not have the 
same operational meaning of program clauses and cannot, therefore, be obtained by 
means of unfolding or as fixpoints of a 7’,-like operator. Linear structures similar to 
reactive clauses are also used in [20] to define the reactive semantics of an ask: tell 
language. These linear structures are derived from the program by using a transforma- 
tion similar to unfolding. However, they cannot be viewed as clauses, since they 
contain more information (similar to failure set) necessary to correctly characterize 
the semantics of finite failures and deadlocks. 
In summary, if the language has to be closed under unfolding, it must allow to 
specify nesting and disjunction of guards and to explicitly represent the synchroniz- 
ation by means of “local” synchronization primitives. These features lead to cc 
languages, where “local” synchronization is obtained by explicit existential quantifica- 
tion of the appropriate local variables. For a detailed discussion on existential 
quantification, see Section 4. 
3. The K(% ) language 
In this section we introduce the cc(%) language, where % is a generic constraint 
system. cc(%) is, apart from some minor syntactical differences, the cc(i, -)/% 
language defined in [40]. A constraint system is defined as follows [25,41]. 
Definition 3.1. A ,first-order constraint system is a quadruple % = (C, .d, Vur, @), 
where Z is a many-sorted vocabulary with associated set of sorts S and ranking 
function p. .o/ is a C-structure, Vur is an S-sorted set of variables and @, the set of 
admissihlr constraints, is some nonempty subset of (Z, Vlzr)-formulas, closed under 
conjunction. 
As usual, the .c/-valuation is a mapping from Vur to the domain of ~2. A constraint 
can be considered as the implicit definition of the possibly infinite set of its solutions, 
i.e. the valuations which satisfy the constraint. A widely used constraint system in 
logic programming is the Herbrand system. which interprets the vocabulary 2‘ on the 
free Z-algebra. 
A cc(%) clause is an AND/OR tree. The root is the head which has the form 
p(X,, . . . . X,), where p is a predicate symbol and X ,,..., X,, are distinct variables. OR 
nodes represent alternatives. Each arc leaving an OR node is labeled by an ask: tell 
element, where ask and tell are two constraints of the constraint system %. A don’t 
care commit operator (+) follows each ask : tell. AND nodes represent sets of (possibly 
unfolded versions of) procedure calls which have to be evaluated in parallel. A tree 
leaf is either a procedure call or the terminal element nil. Unit clauses are clauses 
without procedure calls and without AND nodes, i.e. usk: tell labeled OR trees. 
A legal cc(%) program must have exactly one clause for each predicate. This rule is 
quite natural, since we no longer need several clauses for the same predicate. All the 
possible “standard” clauses for a predicate are collected into a unique tree. The formal 
cc(K) syntax is a minor modification of that one defined in [41]. 
Definition 3.2 (cc(%) SJwtu.u). Let % = (C,.d, Vur, @) be a constraint system. 
Clatlse : := Heud :- Ayrnt H~arl ::= p(X,,...,X,) 
usk ::= CE@ tell ::= CE@ 
Proc,,,, : := [J( YI..... Y,,) 
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Agent ::= nil / 32. ask: tell-+Agent I Agent+ Agent 
I Agent I/ Agent ) Pr~c,,~~ 
where X1 ,..., X,, Yi ,..., Y,, are distinct variables, + is the commit operator, 11 is the 
AND-parallel conjunction, + is the disjunction. We assume that the operators I/ and 
+ are commutative and associative. 2 denotes a set of variables. Agent is the category 
of agents with typical elements A, A,, . . 
If the n-adic predicate p is not defined then the program contains the always-failing 
clause p(Xi,...,X,):-Cf,ir +m/, where csail is any unsatisfiable contraint in @. 
4. The operational semantics of cc(%) 
In this section we informally describe the computation rule. A formal operational 
semantics via a transition system is defined in Section 4.1. 
A CC(%) computation is the concurrent execution of agents which interact with 
a global set of constraints named stove. The basic actions performed by agents are 
asking for a constraint c being entailed by the store 0, and telling a constraint c to the 
store 0 if cucJ is consistent. The computation rule can be considered as a nondetermin- 
istic AND-parallel execution of agents w.r.t. a global store 0, where the basic 
computation steps are specified as follows. 
l Eualuution of ask : tell. Let a be a possibly existentially quantified ask constraint, i.e. 
u = ji. ask, where uskE@ (Definition 3.1). The evaluation of a in a store 0 succeeds 
if %I= (V)(a*u) (0 entails u), fails if % I= (V)( cr*i a) (cr A a is inconsistent), sus- 
pends if%l=(3)(aAa) and Kc(V) ( a=~) (a A a is consistent but u does not entail 
a). (3)(F) and (V)(F) are the existential and the universal closure of the formula F, 
respectively. The evaluation of a tell constraint t in the store (T succeeds if 
%I= (3)(aAt) and fails if % + (V)( cr+lt). The evaluation of an a: t element is 
performed as an atomic action. It succeeds if the evaluations of both u and 
t succeed. It fails if the evaluation of either u or t fails and suspends otherwise. It a : t 
succeeds, the new store is a’=aA f. If the evaluation fails the store is unchanged. 
l Rule cf commitment. At each OR node, an alternative (an edge in the tree) is 
nondeterministically chosen among those whose ask : tell succeeds. 
A computation for an atomic goal G in the CC(%) program P proceeds by evaluating 
the AND and OR nodes of the (unique) clause for G, starting in an initial store U. The 
evaluation of an OR node B is performed by committing to a particular edge Ci, as 
specified by the previous rule of commitment. If the evaluation of every edge coming 
out from B is suspended or failed and there exists at least one suspended edge, B is 
suspended. If every edge fails, B fails too. The evaluation of an AND node A is the 
parallel evaluation of all the successors of A. If the evaluation of a successor fails, 
A fails. If all the successors of A are suspended, A is suspended. nil always succeeds. 
The evaluation of the procedure call p( Y1,. , Y,,) in the store o proceeds by evaluat- 
ing the root of the renamed version of the (unique) clause ~r=(p(X,....,X,,):~B) H for 
p, where H is the set of bindings (X 1 i.l Y1, . . . . X,,/ Yn). The computation terminates with 
,firiluw when the evaluation of a node fails. It terminates with a deadlock when all the 
nodes are suspended, and terminates with SZI~WSS when all the nodes are successfully 
evaluated. The result of the computation is the store, restricted to the variables of the 
goal, obtained when a terminal (success, failure or deadlock) state is reached. The 
computation for a nonatomic goal can be described by considering a compound goal 
as an AND node. 
Existential quantification and its operational meaning deserve some additional 
discussion. Existential quantification is introduced to provide the notion of local 
variable. Note that variables which appear in the store are considered universally 
quantified in the evaluation of an ask constraint (the condition for the successful 
evaluation is %‘I= (V)((T*N)). For example, let us consider the goal p(X) in the store 
CJ= ( X =,f’(rr)) and the clause 
(Cl) p(X):-X=,f’( Y):[ )+A 
Then the computation is suspended since %’ t (V Y, X) ( (T+ Y = a). If the ask constraint 
X=,f( Y) in the clause has the (natural) meaning of asking X to be bound to a term of 
the form j’(...), i.e. if Y has to be considered as a local variable then Y has to be 
existentially quantified. In fact. if we consider the clause 
(Cz) p(X):-IY.X=,f’(Y): ( )+A., 
then the computation for p(X) in the store cr is not suspended, because the ask is 
successfully evaluated since % I= (VX)(aa3 Y. Y=(I). However, note that the ask 
evaluation does not perform any binding. For example, in the previous case, even if 
the evaluation of 3 Y. Y=LI is successful in (T, after this evaluation Y is not bound to 
(I in the store C-J. Therefore, when an existentially quantified variable Y appears in an 
ask constraint, in order to pass the value of Y specified by an usk constraint to the 
remaining part of the program, we have also to “tell” the usk constraint. In other 
words. a clause like 
H :--I Y.usk: trll+A.. 
where Y appears in ask, has to be changed in 
H :- 3 Y.ask : ask A tell+ A. 
(note that it is not necessary to check the satisfiability of the constraint usk when 
performing the evaluation of ask A tell ). 
Since variables in the store are universally quantified, an existentially quantified 
variable Y has to be considered “bound” by its first occurrence in a tell, since after that 
occurrence Y is added to the store. In other words, in the following clause 
((.j) p( W,z):~3Y. W=,f‘( Y): K’=,f’( Y)+ Y=LI:Z=h., 
given the initial goal p(X, Z) with the initial store G, the evaluation of the constraint 
Y=a means the evaluation of $5 + (t/2)(0’ *Y=a), where x”={ Vur(a)ju{ W, Y} 
and g’= { W=f( Y)} U(T. Then obviously the clauses 
(cq) p(X,Z):-3Y.X=,f(u):true+Y=a:Z=h. 
(c5) P(X,Z):-3Y.X=f(Y):X=1‘(Y)-+Y=a:Z=b. 
have a different semantics, since the first one has the same semantics of ck: 
(ck) p(X,Z):-X=,f(u):true+3Y.Y=a:Z=b., 
i.e. the variable Y in the ask constraint Y=a is existentially quantified. In what 
follows, we assume that clauses are normalized w.r.t. existential quantification, i.e. 3 Y 
appears only immediately before a tell constraint containing the variable Y. Note that 
if a 3 Y appears in a clause and Y does not appear in any ask constraint, 3 Y can be 
removed from the clause without affecting its semantics. 
4.1. Formul operutionul senzar~tics 
In this section we define a formal operational semantics for cc(U) programs via 
a transition system. 
According to [36], the operational semantics is given by defining a set of configura- 
tions r, which describe the possible states of the computation, a set Q of terminal 
configurations and a relation I-+ G r x r which describes the transition relation on 
configurations. Let us introduce a formal definition. 
Definition 4.1 (Transition system, Plotkin [36]). An unlabeled transition system is 
a triple (r, QH), where r is a set of configurations, Q is the set of terminal 
configurations, and HZ r x r is the transition relation such that Vi~s28 y’ such that 
?: H 7’ (as usual, H is represented as an infix operator). 
According to the structural operational style, a configuration can be viewed as 
consisting of two components. The first component represents the program that has 
yet to be executed, while the second one contains the “context” in which the program 
has to be evaluated. In our case, the program to be executed is a partial AND/OR tree 
and the context is the set of constraints already computed by the program. Concur- 
rency is modeled as nondeterministic interleaving of atomic actions. Hence, a precise 
definition of the atomic computation step is required. As it will result from the 
definition of the transition rules, the choice is to consider the evaluation of an ask: tel/ 
as an atomic action. Let us now give the definition of the configurations and of the 
transition relation, the last one being defined as usual by transition rules presented in 
the “natural deduction” format. 
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Definition 4.2 (Conjiyurations). The set r of configurations and the set Q of terminal 
configurations are defined as follows: 
where Agent is the syntactic category of Definition 3.2, and C-J is a consistent set of 
constraints. 
The transition rules describe how configurations evolve. Since a configuration 
contains goals which have to be solved using the program clauses, programs should be 
included in every configuration. However, since the program does not change in the 
various steps of computation, we can use [36] a ternary relation to emphasize that the 
transition PHI’ is contingent upon the program P. In what follows, P will be omitted, 
when its explicit specification will not strictly be required. 
Definition 4.3 (Transition relation). Let ask be a possibly existentially quantified 
constraint formula, i.e. ask = 3g.usk’, where x’ is a (possibly empty) set of variables 
appearing in ask’, and usk’E@ is a constraint (Definition 3.1). Let tell be a constraint 
and let C-J be a consistent set of constraints for the constraint system %. 
The function A(usk: tell, CJ) which specifies the evaluation rule of constraints is 
defined as follows: 
aAte if VI= (V)(a*ask) and %/= (Y)(aAtell), 
8 (ask : tell, o) = fcil if ~~=(V)(o*~(uskAtell)), 
suspend if ~~=(3)(aAuskAtell) and % + (V)(g*u) 
(3)(F) is the existential closure of F and (V)(F) is the universal closure of F. Then we 






if 8(ask : tell, a) = crl, o1 #fuil, suspend, 
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(A,,g)-;‘, Y E{ (,faiL a>, (suspend, a>} 
(A,+A,,a)w(suspend,a) ’ 
(A2+A1,a)w(suspend,o-) 
(A, o) H (suspend, c) 
(A,,o)~(suspend,g) 
(AI~A,,a)~(suspend,a)’ 
(A 1 II A, 0) ++ (swmt a> 
(A,o)~(A~,cr~), A, #true, j&l, suspend 
(A /I Az,~)++(AI II A,,o,) 
(AZ II A,o)+-+(A, II AI>~I) 




It is worth noting that the above definitions are essentially those given in [40]. They 
are explicitly formalized here because they provide the basis for the definition of the 
operational semantics and the corresponding notion of program equivalence. The 
operational semantics If defined in the sequel considers the results of failing and 
deadlocked computations. Note that Cf’ does not consider partial computation results. 
Definition 4.4 (Stow equiaalence). Let V be a set of variables, c1 and g2 be two sets of 
K-constraints, where % = (C, .c/, C’UI’. @). Then 0, = V CJ~ (CT~ is V-equivalent to 02) iff 
V’B~So/(a,)3f~‘~Sol(~~) such that VXEV,XH=XB’ and vice versa, 
where Sol(a) denotes the set of the solutions of 0, i.e. the set of the .d-valuations which 
satisfy the constraints in 0. 
Definition 4.5 (Stow restriction). Let G be a goal, (T a set of constraints, and V the set 
of variables in G. Then we define o/G = S, where S is any subset of 0, such that rr = V S 
and CJ gV(S\ (ci) for every CES. 
Definition 4.6. Let P be a CC(% ) program, G a goal in P, and I--+* be the reflexive and 
transitive closure of H . The success. failure and deadlock sets for the program P, 
denoted by SS(P), FS(P) and DS(P), respectively, are defined as follows: 
SS(P)=~(G..su~cess,o(~)~P~(G.~)~*(tr.ue,a)), 
FS( P)= ( (G.firilllrt~, rq(; > I P E (G, 0) H * (.f;ril, 0) ) , 
DS( P) = ( ( G, dcarllock, cq(; )IPt(G.O)H*(SLISpelZd,~)). 
The operational semantics I’ (9) of a program P is defined as: 
e (P)=(SS(P), Es(P), Lx(P)) 
If (G, Y, ~,)ESS(P)UFS(P)UDS(P), with YE (success,,firilure, deadlock j then 
(Y, a,,) is an answer for the goal G in the program P. 
5. Unfolding rules 
Since cc(%) allows to define explicit existential quantification, multiple guards and 
disjunctive nesting, which are called anonymous procedures and nested clauses in 
[40], cc(% ) is closed under unfolding. Because of the tree structure of clauses and since 
every predicate is defined by a unique clause, unfolding a clause c in a program 
P essentially consists of three steps, namely rqdacenzent of procedure calls by proced- 
ure bodies, t~~ln~fi,rnlcrtion f AND nodes into OR nodes (interleaving), .fieeziny of 
failed or deadlocked paths. It is worth noting that our interpretations are based on 
unit clauses, i.e. clauses without procedure calls and without AND nodes. In fact, unit 
clauses contain all the information we need for defining the (success, deadlock and 
finite failure) semantics of programs. The iterative application of unfolding leads to 
interpretations, since it removes procedure calls and AND nodes. 
Definition 5.1 (Reuctiw paths). A reactiue puth is an object of the form 
p(X,,...,X,):+ask, :tell,~...~usk,:tell, 
A reactive path is n-consistent iff 
(1) ‘G’+(3)(askIAtelll A ... Aask,Atell,) and 
(2) there exists a constraint CJ on the variables {X, ,... , X,) such that for 
i= 1,2,..., II, % + (3)(0Aaskr A tell, A ... A ask, A telli) 
%‘~=(aAask,Atell,A~~~Aaski_,Atelli_,)=>ask,. 
A reactive path of length n is consistent iff it is n-consistent. It is failed if it is 
(n- 1)-consistent and condition (1) does not hold. It is deadlocked if it is (n- l)- 
consistent, condition (1) holds and condition (2) does not hold. 
The detection of consistent, failed and deadlocked paths can be performed by 
a “compile time” evaluation of the constraints. In the Herbrand constraint system, 
where constraints are equations on the Herbrand domain, such a constraint evalu 
t. ation can be based on known results in unification theory, as the solved form o 
equations [27], extended to deal with the ask mechanism. For the cc(%) case (where 
PARLOG one-way unification [4] is used as a representation of ask equations) we’ 
have defined [ 191 a normal form for constraints and a normalization procedure which 
computes the normal form of a given sequence of ask and tell equations. This 
procedure can be used to detect consistent, deadlocked and failed paths. Moreover, it 
can be used to define equivalence relations on interpretations, since the solved form it 
computes is unique up to variable renaming. In what follows, we consider the general 
cc( V?) case. 
Definition 5.2 (Normal form qf clauses). A clause c = H :- B is in normal form if each 
AND node has at most one OR successor and each reactive path H :-s obtained from 
a path in c is consistent, failed or deadlocked. 
Definition 5.3 (Ucfolding rules). Let c be a clause in the program P. The unfolding of 
c in P is Unf’(c, P)=p,.(rlc(pr(c))), where /I,, qC and pC are defined below. 
(i) (replacement of procedure culls by procedure definitions). pc: Clause+Clause, 
given a clause c builds a clause c I, which is the same as c apart from procedure calls of 
the form q( Y1 ,..., Y,,), which are replaced by BodyO, where q(X1 ,..., X,):-Body is 
the renamed version of the clause for q in P and B is the renaming (X 1 / Y1,. . . , XJ Y,,). 
(ii) (tramformation of AND nodes to OR nodes). ylc: Clause+Clause is defined as 
follows. Given a clause c = p( 2) :- A 
if qU(A)=A then q,(c)=c, 
else sc(c)=rlc(p(~):~rl,(A)) 
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where 11~: Agent-Agent is defined as follows: 
y,(nil)= nil, 
%l(P(&)=p(&, 




va(A~ IIA,)=s(AI) II vn(A~)r 
Note that the then case of the last rule is one of the equality laws in [34]. 
(iii) (freezing of’fuiled and deadlocked paths). IL,: Cluuse+Clause, given a clause 
c builds a clause cl, which is the same as c apart from agents of the form s-a : t+A 
(where s is a reactive path), which are replaced by s-a : rAnil if s+a: f is either failed 
or deadlocked. 
Definition 5.4 (Unfolding qf u program). Let P be the program [cl, c2, ,.., c,,). The 
unfolding of P, denoted by J)/. 1 ‘Y(P), is the collection of clauses u i=, n Utf(c,, P). 
The AND-OR transformation performed in step (ii) can graphically be described as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The difference between the two figures shows a one-level 
transformation of the original AND node to an OR node. This transformation process 
is recursively repeated for the newly generated AND nodes. 
Let us now give some examples of unfolding, related to existential quantification. In 
the following program 
P={(cl) p(X,Z):+3Y.X=f‘(Y):true+q(Y,Z). 
(cz) q(X, W):+X=a: W=h. I I 
the unfolding of clause c, is the clause c3: 
(c3) p(X,Z):-3Y.X=,f(Y):true-,Y=n:Z=h., 
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All A12 AIn A21 
Fig. 2. The tree representation of a clause 
All Tl AIn Tl A21 T2 . . . 
Fig. 3. The clause in Fig. 2 transformed by step ii) of unfolding. 
whose operational meaning was explained in Section 4. In the program Q, 
Q={(cJ p(X,Z):-X=.f(a):true+q( Y,Z). 
(c5) q(X, W):-3Y. Y=u: W=b. 1 
the unfolding of cq is obviously the clause c6: 
(c6) p(X,Z):-X=f(a):true+3Y. Y=a:Z=b. 
Note, however, that in the program R, 
R={(c,) p(X,Z):~3Y.X=f(a):true+q(Y,Z). 
(c8) q(X, W):+X=u: W=b. 1 
the unfolding of c, is the clause c9 
(c9) p(X,Z):-X=f(a):true+Y=a:Z=b., 
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whose operational semantics is different from that of clause c6. Indeed, clause C, is not 
“normalized” w.r.t. existential quantification, as explained in Section 4, and its 
“normalized” version c’, , 
(CG) p(X,Z):-X=f‘(a):trur+y( Y.Z)., 
has to be considered. Then the unfolding of c;, using clause c8, is clause c9. 
6. Interpretations 
In this section we introduce the notion of interpretation for cc(%) programs. An 
interpretation for a program P is a set containing an interpretation for each predicate 
in P. An interpretation for a predicate p is a directed downward closed set of reactive 
behaviors. 
Definition 6.1 (Reactiw behavior). A reactive hrkucior for the predicate p is an ele- 
ment B, described as follows (up to renaming). Let % = (Z, .d, Var, @) be a constraint 
system. 
B, I:= Head :- Agent Heud ::= p(X1 ,..., X,,) 
ask ::= CE@ tell ::= CE@ 
Agent ::= nil 1 I 1 3J?.ask: te/l+Agent 1 Agerltf Agent 
Moreover, each reactive path in B, of length II must be n-consistent. The set of reactive 
behaviors for the predicate p is denoted by .&‘.#,,. The set of reactive behaviors for 
a program P will be denoted by J+‘&~. 
Note that a reactive behavior can be represented as an OR tree, whose edges are 
labeled by constraints, whose root is labeled by the head and whose leaves are labeled 
by either nil or 1. The i element stands for unsprcijed and can operationally be 
considered as a nonterminating process. 
Definition 6.2 (Preorder on reactiue bekuoiors). Let B,, = H 1 :-A,, B,, = H, :-A, be 
two reactive behaviors for the predicate p. B,, 5 B,, iff there exists a variable renaming 
p such that HI = H2 p and A, L A2p, where the relation E on agents is the following: 
l VA, I c A, 
l VA, AEA, 
l A, E A2 iff a:tAA, ca:t+A,, 
l A, E A2 iff A+A1 c A+A2. 
Lemma 6.3. Let .‘R.d,, he tke set of reactit’e bekaviors~for the predicate p, Then 5 is 
a preorder on ~+‘.a~. 
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Proof. 5 is reflexive by definition. The transitivity of 5 can easily be obtained by 
structural induction on the agents. 0 
The informal meaning of the preorder is that, if B,, 5 B,, then B,, allows to 
compute all the (success, failure and deadlock) answers that II,,, computes. Let us now 
recall some basic definitions. 
Definition 6.4. Let (A, <) be a preorder. A directed set in A is a subset D of A such 
that VU,~ED 3c~D such that [a<~] A [b<c]. 
Definition 6.5. An ideal is a directed set S which is downward closed, i.e. such that 
VaES[b<a=>bES]. 
The set of ideals of (P, <), ordered by set inclusion will be denoted by (Id(P), E). It 
is well known that (Id(P), s) is a cpo and that the set of the finite elements of 
(Id(P), G) is a sub-cpo isomorphic to (P -_ , <), where P., is the quotient set w.r.t. the 
equivalence relation z induced by the preorder < (with a standard abuse of notation 
6 denotes also the ordering on P., induced by the preorder on P). 
Definition 6.6. A%,, denotes the set of reactive behaviors for the predicate p. ‘v de- 
notes the equivalence induced by 3 on the set ZB’, and %?BP, _ denotes the quotient 
set of 3% w.r.t z. Moreover, given a reactive behavior B,for predicate p, BP’ denotes 
its down;ard closure, i.e. BF = { L?b s.t. B;E%?~~ and Bb<B,}. 
Lemma 6.7. (Id(%%~), S) is a complete partial ordering. 
Definition 6.8 (Interpretation for a predicate). An interpretation for p is any element 
I,@ld@&I’,), 5). 
The sub-cpo (Idf(9MP,), G) of finite elements is isomorphic to the cpo given by the 
quotient set (g33 Pi=, 5). Then, in the sequel, we represent the finite elements either by 
the ideal or by the corresponding equivalence classes. The nonfinite elements will be 
represented by least upper bounds of directed sets of elements in (Id(SM’,), E). 
(p(X, , . , X,) :- I) 1 (the downward closure of p(X, , . , X,) :- I, or, equivalently, its 
equivalence class) is the least element of the lattice (Id(d@J, E ). The above construc- 
tion can easily be extended to programs as follows. 
Definition 6.9 (Interpretation). Let P be a program containing the predicates 
p1 ,..., p,,. An interpretation Zp for P is an n-tuple ZP=(lPl ,..., IPm) such that 
I,,~(ld(~~28~,), E),..., Z,nE(Zd(S?S9~n),~). The set of all the interpretations for P is 
denoted by Y,. 
The following lemma has a straightforward proof. 
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Lemma 6.10. Let P he a program containing the predicates pl, . . ..p.,. Let G x be the 
relation obtained by extendiny E to n-tuples of predicate interpretations, i.e. 
(1 p,r...,Ip,,)C_.(Jplr...,Jp,) t~Ip,~JplA...AIp,~Jp,,. 
Then (Cfr, C x ) is a complete partial ordering. 
7. Semantic properties of unfolding 
This section defines the unfolding semantics of a program and shows its relation to 
the operational semantics. The first result is the semantic equivalence between 
a program and its unfolding, stated in terms of the result of a successful, (finitely) failed 
or deadlocked computation. The proof of the following theorem is in the appendix. 
Theorem 7.1 (Equivalence of P and #. 1 ‘,9(P)). Let P be a program. P and 
-I)/, 1 ‘9(P) are equivalent w.r.t. the operational semantics, i.e. if the goal G M’ith initial 
store 7-t terminates in P computing the answer ( Y, alo) then G terminates in OM.I ‘9 (P) 
computing the ansktler ( Y, o;o) bcith ( Y, alo) variant of ( Y, alo) and vice versa. 
7.1. The unfolding setnan tics 
Our unfolding rules are total. Hence, we can consider the infinite unfolding of 
a program P and define an unfolding semantics, in analogy with the one defined for 
logic programs in [29] and for NGHC in [ 1 I]. At each step i of the (infinite) unfolding 
process of a program P, we have a program Pi from which we can extract a reactive 
behavior Bip for each predicate psP. The set of downward closures (or equivalence 
classes) of the I?:,, s, PEP, is an interpretation I,F which can be viewed as a partial 
semantics for P. The collection of the interpretations which correspond to the 
unfoldings of P is a chain in (.FP, E x ) whose least upper bound is the unfolding 
semantics ‘I/(P) of P. 
Definition 7.2. Let c be a clause. The reactive behavior associated with c, denoted by 
d(c), is the subtree obtained from c by replacing each subtree rooted in an AND node 
and each procedure call by 1. 
Lemma 7.3. Given a clause c =p(X I , , X,,) :---B, the downward closure 4’(c)’ qf 8(c) 
is an interpretation for the predicate p. 
Proof. Straightforward by definition of interpretation. 0 
Definition 7.4. Given the program P = (cl, . . ., cn,, \ the interpretation I(P) for P is 
I(P)=((:X(c,))‘,...,(.4(c,))‘). 
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Note that we could equivalently consider as interpretation for a predicate the 
equivalence class of B(c) w.r.t. the equivalence relation induced by the preordering 3, 
because of the previously stated isomorphism between finite ideals and the elements of 
the quotient set. 
Definition 7.5 (Unfolding interpretations). Let P = { ci, . , c,,} be a program. The fol- 
lowing is the definition of a collection of programs which are semantically equivalent: 
P’=P, 
P i+ 1 =dzu$~‘y(p’). 
We define a collection of interpretations I I, I 2,. . . , where Ii denotes the interpretation 
Z(P’), i=2,... and I’=r({ll,(rlc((cl)),..., pC(ylC((c,,))}), where ,u,,qC are as defined in 
Definition 5.3. 
Lemma 7.6. The collection of interpretations I ‘, I 2,. . of Dejinition 1.5 is a chain in 
(-6% Lx ). 
Proof. The 1”s are interpretations, by Lemma 7.3. Let li=(9f(~‘,)1,...,R(c~))-, 
i= 1,2,... By definition of C, , in order to prove that I’ ~~ Ii+ ‘, it is sufficient to 
prove that C%?(c~))~%?(c~‘l) for 1 < j<n. Since ci+‘= Unf(ci,P), i=O, I,... the only 
possible difference between cf and ci” lies in the fact that procedure calls in c: are 
replaced by their definitions in c$+’ and some AND nodes are transformed to OR 
nodes. Therefore, by definition of .4!(c), for 1 <j< n the only difference between &?(cj)) 
and ,JR(cj+ ‘)) lies in the fact that some elements I in MY) are replaced by a subtree 
in &(cj”)). Therefore, the thesis holds, by definition of 5. 0 
Definition 7.7 (Unfolding semantics). Let P be a program and let I ‘, I 2,. . . be the chain 
of interpretations of Definition 7.5. The unfolding semantics of P, denoted by “Z/(P), is 
defined as J11(P)=lub(ll’,12,...}). 
The following theorems show the equivalence of the operational and of the unfold- 
ing semantics. It should be clear from our discussion and the example that, given 
a goal, we can “execute” it in an interpretation. In fact, an interpretation is a set of 
ideals of reactive behaviors, each reactive behavior being a program (interpreting I as 
a nonterminating process). Then we can “execute” a goal G in the interpretation 
I=(lpl,..., I,,,) for the predicates { pl,. . , p,,}, by choosing as definition of the predi- 
cate pi one reactive behavior in the ideal I,,. Therefore, our results show that if the 
evaluation of a goal G in the program P reaches a terminal (success, failure or 
deadlock) state computing an answer ( y/,olc), the same answer (up to variable 
renaming) can be obtained by “executing” G in the model. Let us formalize this notion. 
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Definition 7.8 (Execution in the model). Let P = (cl,. . , c,* > be a program such that 
c’i=pi(X1,..., X,):-A for i= 1,2, . . . , n and let IP= {I,, , . . ., I,,,) be an interpretation 
for P. Then the execution of G in IP is the execution of G in any program (BP,, . . . , Bpn}, 
where B,,EI,,, i= l,..., II. 
Lemma 7.9. Let Ip G x Jp. Ifthe atomic goal G terminates in Ip computing the answer 
(Y, cIG) then G terminates in Jp computiny the answer (Y, oiG), which is a variant of 
<Y, ClG>. 
Proof. If B1 and B2 are two reactive behaviors for the predicate p and B,<B2, by 
definition of 5 if G terminates in B1 computing the answer constraint (Y, olG) then 
G terminates in B2 computing the variant answer (Y, gic). Then the thesis follows by 
definition of c X and by Definition 7.8 (execution in the model). 1 
Theorem 7.10 (Equivalence of the unfolding and the operational semantics). Let P be 
II program. [f the atomic god G terminates in P computing the answer (Y, ale) then 
G terminates in ‘R(P) computing the unswer (Y, a;,), which is u uariunt of‘( Y, olc) und 
k-e oersa. 
Proof. Let G be an atomic goal for a predicate p defined in P. Let P1 = ti, {‘.9(P), 
P2=‘1c.I’.~(Pl),...,Pi+l = JII. 1 ‘Y(Pi). By Theorem 7.1, programs P, P’, P2 ,... are 
equivalent. Then by a straightforward induction on the length of the derivation, given 
an initial store 71, a goal G terminates in P computing the answer (Y, (T,~) (denoted by 
P t- (G, rc) -*(Y’, ale)) iff there exists n such that G terminates in P” without evaluat- 
ing procedure calls and without evaluating AND nodes and computing the answer 
(Y, oiG), which is a variant of (Y, olc). Let C;E P” be the (unique) clause for predicate 
p. Then we have 
o P”F(G,n) -+(Y,&) (by inductive argument) 
- (c;)t-(GJ) --+(Y&) (since c’#P” is the clause for p) 
o {“A(c~))t(G,rr)-~(Y,o~~) (by definition of .JA) 
o Ir(P”)J~(G,n)-~-~(Y,a~~) (by Definition 73, 
where 0, gfG, i= 1,2,3,4 are variants. Then the only-if part of the thesis holds by 
Lemma 7.9, since for every n, I(P”) c x 4!(P). The if part holds since G terminates in 
t&(P) iff it terminates in I(P”) for a suitable finite n. 0 
Let us show an example of the unfolding semantics construction. 
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Example 7.11. Let us consider a program P in cc(g), where the constraint system 
consists of equations over Herbrand terms and where 5 denotes the empty (i.e. always 
satisfiable) constraint. 
P={p(X, Y):- Y=b:z+nil. 
q(X, Y):-X=a: Y=b-+nil 
r(X, Y):-T:X=a-+p(X, Y). 
s(X, Y):-T: T+q(X, Y) // r(X, Y).} 
The unfolding of P is 
P’=(p(x, Y):- Y=b:T-+ni/. 
q(X, Y):+X=a: Y=h+nil. 
r(X, Y):+t:X=u+Y=b:~+nil. 
s(X, Y):+T:T+(X=a: Y=b+r:X=a+p(X, Y)) 
+(r:X=a+(p(X, Y)II(X=a: Y=b-mil))).} 
The unfolding of P 1 is 
P*=(p(X, Y):- Y=b:z+nil. 
q(X, Y):kX=u: Y=b+nil. 
r(X, Y):-r:X=u+Y=b:r+nil. 
s(X, Y):+s:t+(X=a: Y=b+z:X=a+Y=b:r+nil) 
+(T:X=u+(X=a: Y=b-+Y=b:z-+nil) 
+( Y=b:z+X=a: Y=b+nil)).) 
The reactive behaviors U, U1 and U * associated with P, P’ and P2 are 
U={p(X, Y):- Y=b:z+nil. 
q(X, Y):-X=a: Y=b+nil. 
r(X, Y):-r:X=a+I. 
s(X, Y):-r:s+i. 1 
U’=fp(X, Y):k Y=h:r+nil. 
q(X, Y):-X=a: Y=b--+nil. 
r(X, Y):-~:X=u+Y=h:r+nil. 
s(X, Y):-T:T+(X=U: Y=b-+r:X=u+l_) 
+(t:X=u+J_). I 
u*=p*. 
U2 2 (the downward closure, or, equivalently, the equivalence class of U’), is the 
ur$Adiny semuntic’s of P which shows, that the goal s(X, Y) succeeds computing the 
answer constraint X = a A Y= h, that the goal s(X, C) fails and that the goal r(X, Y) 
results in a deadlock. 
8. Fixpoint semantics 
The immediate consequences operator T,,(I) on the cpo (.gP, G x ) of interpreta- 
tions, can be defined in a quite natural way by means of unfolding (by interpreting 
I as a procedure call). In what follows for the sake of simplicity, we omit parentheses 
when this does not cause any ambiguity. 
Definition 8.1. Let P = ( cpI, c,,~,. , cp,, )- be a program, where c,,, is the clause for the 
predicate p,. Let J = ( J1, J2,. . , J,,) be an interpretation for P, where Ji is the inter- 
pretation for predicate pi, i = 1,. , n. The mapping T Lrp on the set of interpretations of 
P is defined as follows: 
where JB,= u .?A(Ul?f’(ci,T))‘, i=l,..., II. 
7’~( J,, x x J,,, 1 
Moreover, IP is the interpretation 
@&?+I ,..., &,(X&l) =, which is the bottom element of (.F,, G x ). 
Theorem 8.4 allows one to define the fixpoint semantics of cc(%) programs in the 
standard logic programming style. Let us first introduce a definition and a lemma. The 
proof of Lemma 8.3 is in the appendix. 
Definition 8.2. Let P be a program. Then tip(c) is the transformation which replaces 
each procedure call p( Y1,. , Y,,) in the clause c by Act, where p(X,, .., X,):- AEP is 
the clause for predicate p and x = [X 1 / Y,,...,X,/Y,,}. tip(A) and pp(P’) denote the 
extensions of pP applied to agents and programs. Moreover, qP and pp denote the 
extensions of flC,tLC (Definition 5.3) to programs. 
Lemma 8.3. Let P= (cl ,..., c,,,, ’ he a program, \\here c,, is the clause for predicate p,,, 
md let T=(t,, , t,,), T’=(t;, . . t,‘,,), where thr t; are reactive hehaviors,for the predi- 
cate ph md fh 5 th, h = 1,2,. .., m. Then ,#( ur~f(c,,, T)) <ti( Unf (c,,, T’)), h = 1,2, . , m. 
Theorem 8.4. Let P be a program. TLp is continuous on (,Fp, ~~ ). Hence, there exists 
the least ,jxpoint of T,,,: 
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Proof. If I is an interpretation, T,,(Z) is an interpretation by definition of Tup. We 
prove the continuity of the Tup operator. Then the existence of the fixpoint and its 
construction follow from the well-known general results of lattice theory. Let us 
consider, for the sake of simplicity, the case of one predicate p only, defined by the 
clause c,, (the extension to the general case is straightforward). Let II cl, G ... be 
a chain in (.a,, G). We must prove that T”,( Ui Ii)= vi T”,(li). By definition of 
T,, and by definition of unfolding rules, we have 
o BE U Z(Unf(c,, T))’ (by Definition 8.1) 
TEU, I, 
o BE u &‘( Un,f(c,, T))’ (by Definitions 5.3, 6.6 and Lemma 8.3) 
TEI, 
* BE Td~n) (by Definition 8.1) 
(by Definition of U). 
and the thesis holds. 0 
Definition 8.5 (Fixpoint semantics). The3xpoint semantics F(P) of a program P is 
the least fixpoint of the transformation Tup associated with P. 
Let us show an example of fixpoint construction. 
Example 8.6. If P is the program of Example 7.11, the interpretations obtained by 





F,={p(X, Y):- Y=b:T+nil. 
q(X, Y):+X=a: Y=b-+nil. 
r(X, Y):-z:X=a-+I. 
s(X, Y):-s:t-+l. 1, 
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FZ={p(X, Y):-- Y=h:s-*nil. 
q(X, Y):-X=a: Y=b-+nil. 
r(X, Y):-T:X=U+Y=h:T+d. 
s(X, Y):-T:T-+(X=U: Y=b+T:X=u+l) 
+(T:X=U+l). }, 
F3={p(X, Y):k Y=b:T+tZi/. 
q(X, Y):kX=u: Y=b-+nil. 
r(X, Y):-T:X=U+Y=b:T+t’d. 
s(X, Y):-T:T+(X=U: Y=~+T:X=U+Y=~:T+~) 
+(T:X=U+(X=U: Y=h+Y=h:T+d) 
+( Y=h:T+X=U: Y=h+d).}, 
Fd=F_,, 
F4( = UT of Example 7.11) is the fixpoint semantics of P. 
The following theorem, whose proof is in the appendix, shows the equivalence 
between the fixpoint and the unfolding semantics. 
Theorem 8.7 (Equivalence of the fixpoint and the unfolding semantics). Let P be 
u program. Then ‘g(P) = 3 (P). 
Corollary 8.8 (Equivalence of the fixpoint and the operational semantics). Let P be 
a program. !f the you1 G terminutes in P computing the answer (Y, olc) then G termin- 
ates in 3(P) computing the unswer ( Y,oiG), which is a variant of (Y,alG) and vice 
versa 
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 8.7 and 7.1. 0 
9. Related and future work 
The most relevant papers on the semantics of concurrent constraint languages are 
[20,9,10,41]. The semantics definition method adopted by all of the above papers is 
quite different from ours and can roughly be described as “let us define a suitable 
abstraction on the description of all the possible program computations”. Our 
method instead is a real generalization of the fixpoint semantics based on an immedi- 
ate consequence operator on interpretations, which is typical of logic programming. 
As already noted, the construction in [20] was inspired by our unfolding approach 
(already described in [I l]), but has a different overall goal, i.e. that of achieving full 
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abstraction. This is why the semantics is given in terms of sequences of ask and tell 
constraints (extended with some additional information for failures and deadlocks). 
A better full abstraction result in terms of sequences of input and output constraints 
(or substitutions) is achieved in [9, lo], where input constraints are related to (but 
different from) ask constraints. Finally, [41] uses tree-structured semantic domains 
very similar to ours in an operational and denotational framework. All of the above 
papers are strongly concerned with the problem of defining a suitable notion of 
equivalence on semantic objects. 
This problem is not considered at all in this paper. In fact, our notions of 
equivalence are based on the definition implicit in Theorem 7.1, according to which 
two equivalent programs have identical answers (modulo variance). This is, in general, 
not fully satisfactory, since two constraints cl and c2 are equivalent if they have the 
same set of solutions. It is worth noting that, according to the constraint logic 
programming approach [25,24, IS], one can define both the operational and the 
declarative semantics by using the notion of consistency only. This is exactly what we 
have done in the previous sections. However, in real constraint languages we look for 
suitable transformations on constraints, which allow us to keep reasonable the size of 
the constraint and to return meaningful answers. One example of such a transforma- 
tion is the transformation to sohed form on sets of equations over the Herbrand 
Universe [27], which corresponds to the computation of the idempotent most general 
unifiers. The transformations become the essence of computing (apart from building 
consistent constraints) and, following the approach in [12-141, they must be taken 
into account in the equivalence definition. Therefore, if we want to model what we 
“effectively compute” by means of our operational semantics, we must consider 
equivalent two constraints c1 and c2 only if there exists an (equivalence-preserving) 
transformation 4, such that 4(c1) is a variant of 4(c2) and the transformation 4 is used 
by the operational semantics to “simplify” the current constraint. 
The above argument applies to the constraints which occur inside predicate 
interpretations. However, it can be applied to predicate interpretations as well. 
Namely, stronger equivalence relations on predicate interpretations can be defined 
through equivalence-preserving transformations on trees. For example, it is very easy 
to adapt to our framework the failure set-like equivalence described in [20]. A similar 
construction is trivial for the equivalences in [41], which are defined on tree structures 
as is the case of ours. Our general framework allows us to define a fixpoint semantics 
for concurrent constraint programs, without being concerned with the equivalence 
notions on the behaviors. Any reasonable equivalence notion can be applied to 
the resulting semantics. We are then applying, even to the “hard” concurrency 
aspects, the CLP approach of handling the model construction and the equivalences 
separately. 
This suggests that tree expressions occurring in predicate interpretations could be 
viewed as constraints, with their own notions of solutions and consistency and their 
transformations. We are currently investigating this problem, whose solution would 
allow us to obtain a model-theoretic semantics as well. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix, we give the proofs of some technical lemmata and theorems 
concerning the equivalence results for the unfolding and the fixpoint semantics. 
A.1 Equiaalence het\rwrz P and %1. 1 ‘~9 (P) 
We first need some definitions and lemmata. In what follows, we assume that 
PF--;‘HR;” means that, in program P, the configuration y can be transformed in the 
configuration y’ by applying the rule R, where RE [ 1,2,. . . , 12) is one of the transition 
rules of Definition 4.3. 
Definition A.l. Let (A,,o,) and (A,, az) be two configurations. (A,,al) and 
(A,,a2) are variants iff (A,,~,)=((A,,cr,))p (i.e. AZ=A1p and u~=o~~), where 
p is a renaming. Consider the functions qflr pc and ,u~ defined by Definition 5.3 and let 
pa, pa be the restriction of pc, pc, respectively, to agents. Then we define the z p, z ‘I 
and zP equivalence relations as follows. If,fE{q,P,p} then (A,,a,)zf(.4,,oz) iff 
one of the following cases holds: 
(1) (A,,a,) and (A2,02) are variants; 
(2) (fa(A,),cr,) and (A2,g2) are variants; 
(3) (,fb(Az),az) and (A,,a,) are variants. 
Lemma A.2. Let y’ und ;q; he two conjigurutions suck that 7’ zpy’, . Let P = (cl,. . . , c,} 
he a program and let PI = (p,(c,), . . . . ,oc(cn)}, where pC is defined by Dejinition 5.3. Then 
PFy’wRy ifJ‘PIF;‘;t+R;(l, where y~~y,. 
Proof. Let us suppose, without loss of generality, that y’=(A,a) and 
7; = (p,(A), O) fl, where fl is a renaming (if ;J and y1 are variants, we can apply the 
same arguments of the proof to ,4/j’ instead of qa(A)p). 
Note that every inference rule can be represented as a tree with two nodes if the rule 
has a single premise, or three nodes if the rule has two premises. The root of the tree is 
labeled with the conclusion of the rule and the leaves are labeled with the premises. 
The premises can be conclusions of other rules. Therefore to each inference step we 
can associate the proqftree representing all the rules needed for such a step. Note that, 
because of rules definition, all the trees we consider are finite. We can then define the 
depth of a proof tree as the length of the longest leaf-root path in the tree. We prove 
the thesis by induction on the depth d of the proof tree for any transition for any agent 
A (together with the fact, necessary for the induction, that d is also the depth of the 
proof tree for p,(A)). 
Base case: We have the following cases. If A = nil, the thesis follows by definition of 
Rule 1. If A=ask: tellhA,, by definition of pa,pa(A)=ask: te/l+p,(A,). Then for 
R~{2,3,4}, Pt-(ask:tell+A1,a)-,I iff P,t(usk: tel/+p,(A,),a)PtrRyl, where 
“I h 
1 -pYl, since by definition of PI and by Definition 4.3, if R E (3,4) then ?; = (Y, o ) and 
11, = (Y, ab), where YE { ftiil, suspend ). If R = 2, by definition of Rule 2), JJ = (Al, o) 
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and yl =(p(Ai),a)/J’. Note that the depth of the proof tree for p,(A) is 1 in all 
these cases. 
Inductive case: If Rule 12 is used, p,(A)=& where p( Y1, . . . . Y,):-BEP and 
u={ Y1/X1,..., YJX,}. Moreover, by definition of P1, p(Y1,..., Y,):-~,(B)EP,. 
Then 
P~(P(X,,...,X,,),a)H12y 
0 Pt(Bz,o)HR1/ (by definition of Rule 12) 
0 PF(Brx,CJ)fiHR;‘fl (by definition of j?) 
* pi WBa,cJ)P+RY1P (by inductive hypothesis) 
where 1~ zP yl. 
If A=A, + AZ then we have by definition of pa that pO(AI + A,)=p,(A,)+p,(A,). 
Then by definition of Rules 5-7 and by inductive hypothesis Pt(A, + AZ, O.)H~Y iff 
P2~((~a(AI)+p~(Az),a))B~R~1, where y=pl.‘l and R~{5,6,7}. 
If A= A, 11 A2 then pa(A1 11 A2)=pa(Al) 11 p,(A,) and, by inductive hypothesis and 
rules definition, PF(A, /I A2,a)w,y iff PI E(p,(A,) II y,(A,),a)/?~,y,, where 
1’ zPyl and RE{~, 9,10,11). Note that if, by inductive hypothesis, d is the depth of Ai 
and p,(Ai), i= 1,2, then d-t 1 is the depth of A, 11 AZ and pe(AI 11 AZ). Analogously in 
the previous cases. 0 
Lemma A.3. Let (A, I/ A,,u) he a conjiguration suck that A,=&,,ai:ti-+A; and 
A2=CjEJa;:tJ-+Aj, l,J#@. Let P1={cl,...,cn} he a program and let P2= 
f~~(c~),...~~~(c,,)), where s is dejned by Dejnition 5.3. Then 
PI E<A, II A,>a)+-v, 
Proof. The only rules that can be applied to AI 1) A2 are Rules 8-l 1 (Definition 4.3). 
Let us consider the case of Rule 11. Then, by Definition 4.3 and by definition of P2, 
P,t-(A1 II A,,a)+-+,,(A; // A2,c’), Aiftrue, fail, suspend 
3iEI St. Plt(Ui:ti~A;,a)~2(A;,6’) 
B(ask : fell, a) = oI, g1 #fail, suspend 
B(ask:tell,o)p=a,p, o1 p #fail, suspend 
3ieI s.t. P2k<ai:ti+Va(A; II Az),~)PHz<YI~(A; II A~),c’)P 
‘2’ ~ai:ti+'la(AillA2) ,FJUj:tj+q,(A, )I AJ),a 
>> 
p 
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and the thesis holds. The proof of the other case of Rule 11 and of the cases of Rules 
8-10 are similar. 0 
Lemma A.4 Let 7; and 7; he two conjigurutions such thut y’, z,y;. Let 
P,={c,,...,c ,,) be a program and let P, = (nC(cI),...,nc(c,)}, where vC is dejined by 
Dejnition 5.3. Then PIF;!;~Ryl $fP2F-y;~Ry2, where yI z7y2. 
Proof. If 7; and II; are variants, the thesis follows in a straightforward way from the 
definition of transition rules. Then let us suppose, without loss of generality, that 
y; = (A, a) and y; = ( qa(A), o) p, where p is a renaming. The proof is by induction on 
the depth of the proof tree for A, defined as in the proof of Lemma A.2. 
Base (use: If A = nil, the thesis holds by definition of Rule 1. 
If A=ask:tell-+AI,n,(A)=ask:tell+n,(A,) by definition of vu. Then for 
R~{2,3,4) P,~(ask:tell-,A,,o)~~;‘~ iff P2~(ask:tell~lla(A1),a)p~R~2, where 
3’1 zay2, since by definition of P,,P, and by Definition 4.3, if R~{3,4} then 
?/l=(ly,cr)and;‘z= (Y,ap),whereY~~fail,suspend}.IfR=2theny,=(A,,a)and 
y2 = ( qa(A1), a) p. Note that the depth of the proof tree for qa( A) is 1 in all previous 
cases. 
Inductive case: Let A = AI + AZ. By definition of va, we have v0(.4, + A,)= 
n.( A1)+n,(AZ). Then by definition of Rules 5-7 and by inductive hypothesis, 
PI )---_(A, +Az,~)HR;‘~ iff P,~(,la(A1)+~a(A,)r~)p~R;‘2r where y1 =,,y2 and 
R~(5,6,7j. 
If A=A, 11 A2 and either A, #Ci,, Ui: ti-*Ai or A, #CjEJ al: tj-+Aj then 
nn(AI /I A2)=n,(A1) I/ nO(A2) by inductive hypothesis and by rules definition 
P1 )-(A1 II Az,~)+-+RY~ iff P,Mv?,(Al) II vlil(Az),~)p+-+,;~~, where y1 =32 and 
RE{8,9,1O,llj. 
If ~a(Ai II 4)=(Eia1 ai:ti+Va(Ai II A,))+(Ijs, J’ J a’: t’.-+na(A, // A;)) then the thesis 
follows by Lemma A.3. 
If Rule 12 is used, qa( A)= A by definition of qU. By definition of Pz, if 
P( Yl,..., Y,):-BEP~ then p( Y1 ,..., Y,,):-~,(B)EP,. Let a= [( Yi/Xi ,..., YJX,)). Then 
P,~(P(X,,...,X,),a)H,,~1 
- PI E(B%,fJ)HKj’1 (by definition of Rule 12) 
o P2 t(v,(B)r, G)~H~Y~, (by inductive hypothesis) 
with y1 e,,yz. Note that if d is the depth for B and qe(B), then d + 1 is the depth of both 
A and ne(A) ( =p(X1,. , X,)). Analogously in the other cases. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Theorem 7.1 (Equivalence of P and ‘li_ 1 ‘F(P)). Let P be a program. P and 
JM. 1 -F(P) are equivalent w.r.t. the operational semantics, i.e. if the goal G with initial 
store x terminates in P computing the answer (Y, 01~) then G terminates in &. 1 -Y(P) 
computing the answer (Y,o/,), with ( Y,alG) u variant of (Y,alG) und vice versa. 
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Proof. Let P={cpI,..., cp,}, where c,,, i= 1,. . . , PI, is the clause for predicate pi. Let 
P,,P, and P3 =%_,VF(P) be the programs resulting from the application of steps 
(i)-(iii) of the unfolding procedure to the original program P, i.e. PI = { pc(cp,), . . . , 
P&A Pz={ul,(P,(c,,)),...,~,(P,(c,*))}, p3={clc(vl~(P~(cP,))),..., PcMPc(Cp,)))~. 
(1) Equivalence of P and PI. By definition of zQ, the equivalence of P and PI can 
be proved by showing that, given an initial configuration y, P ky++* yO iff PI FYH*Y~ 
with 1/o zpyl. The proof is straightforward by induction on the length of the deriv- 
ation by using Lemma A.2. 
(2) Equivalence of PI and P2. Analogously to the previous case, for the definition of 
z, the equivalence of PI and Pz can be proved by showing that, given an initial 
configuration y, PIFy~*y, iff PZty++*y2 with yi z,,yz. Again the proof is straight- 
forward by induction on the length of the derivation by applying Lemma A.4. 
(3) Equivalence of‘P, and PJ. The equivalence between Pz and P3 follows from the 
definition of P, and from the definition of the transition rules (Definition 4.3). Indeed, 
let s-+a: t be a failed or deadlocked path (Definition 5.1) in a clause Q(~Jc,~))EP,. 
By definition of ,uc, the path s+a:t+A is replaced by s+a:t+nil in the 
clause p,(q,(~,(c~,)))~P~. Then, by definition of deadlocked and failed path and by 
definition of transition Rules 2-4, (s+a: t +A,o)H(A’,a) iff s+a:t-+nil,o)H 
(pa(A’), a). Then, by a straightforward structural induction on the Agent, 
P,t--yy~*y~ iff P3ty~*y3 with 1/Z ~~1,‘~ and the thesis holds. Cl 
A.2. Equivalence between “g(P) and 9(P) 
Lemma 8.3. Let P={c, ,..., c,> be a program, where ch is the clause for predicate ph, 
and let T=(t 1,. . . , t,), T’ =(t; , . , tk), where th, t; are reactive behaviors for the predi- 
CUte ph and t,,<tL, h= 1,2 ,..., m. Then 9?(Unf(c,,, T))<B( Unf(c,, T’)), h= 1,2 ,..., m. 
Proof. Assume 1 d h 6 m. By Definition 5.3 (unfolding rules), Unf(c,,, T) =pCu],&(ch), 
where & is defined by Definition 8.2. Let th =p,,(X”):-B and tl,=ph(%):-B’ be two 
renamed versions of the reactive behaviors such that the heads are equal. Since 
t,,< ti, B K B’ (Definition 6.2). In what follows, F will denote the extension of c which 
considers also procedure calls (on which c is just a reflexive relation), and AND 
nodes (A // A,sA 11 A2 iff A,cA,). Let P&,,)=th=p,,(z):-C and /&‘(C,,)=t,,= 
p,,(i) :-Cl, where we assume the procedure calls to be replaced by the same renamed 
version of reactive trees bodies. By definition of p, CCC’. Moreover, since T and T’ 
contain reactive behaviors (i.e. do not contain AND nodes), if D1 11 D2 is in C, then 
0; I( 0; is in C’ and Di E D,!, i = 1,2. Now let us prove, by structural induction on C, 
that &?(YI,(C))G~(~I,(C’)). 
For the base case we have the following possibilities: 
(1) If C = nil then since CL C’, by definition of c (Definition 6.2), C’ = nil. 
(2) If C=q(i) then, since CL C’, by Definition 6.2, C’=q(z). 
(3) If C=_L then, by definition of E, for any C’, W(q,(l))=l ~.@(~,(C’)). 
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Thus, the thesis holds for the base case. 
For the inductive case we have the following possibilities: 
(1) If C=a:t+C,, by definition of E, C’=a:t+C;. Then 
=a: t+.JA(qa(C,)) (by Definitions 7.2 and 8.2) 
~a: t+&‘(q,(C’;)) (by inductive hypothesis and by Definition of L) 
=.‘R(qo(C’)) (by Definitions 7.2 and 8.2). 
and the thesis holds. 
(2) If C=C,+C, then, by definition of L, C’=C;+C;. Then 
=~~(%J(C,))+~(VlI(C,)) (by Definitions 7.2 and 8.2) 
~~(%(C;))+~JR(I)1u(C;)) (by inductive hypothesis and 
by definition of 5) 
=d(yl”(C; + C;)) 
=.JA(%AC’)) 
and the thesis holds. 
(by Definitions 7.2 and 8.2) 
(by definition of C’) 
(3) If C=C1 /I Cz then we have two cases: 
(i) If either C1 #xi,, mi: ti--+C1< or Cz #~jtJ U5: tS_fCZ, then, by definition of q, 
(Definition 5.3) yla(C)=q,(C1) 11 y,(C,) and the proof is similar to the one in 
case 2. 
(ii) If Ci =xie,~i: ti~C,, and C2=xjeJ J. J u!’ t!+C2, then, by the hypothesis on 
C and C’, C’=C; 11 C;, where C; =CiEl ui: ti+C;,, C;=CjeJUl: tJ+C;, and 
C,,LC;,, C2, LC’;~ for ill, jEJ. Then 
(by definition of qn) 
1 Ui:ti+tTn(C1, 11 cJ 1 a~~t~+l?~(Cl II ‘2~) 
ie1 j,J 
(by definition of 9) 
C US: t;~~“(C; II C;,) 
jE.l 
(by inductive hypothesis and definition of G) 
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(by definition of 9) 
=.qq,(C’)) (by definition of ya and by definition of C’) 
and the thesis holds. 
Since we have considered all the cases, we have proved that %!(~,(C))G~$(~,(C’)) 
and, hence, by definition of vc, that 9( qc( th)) K Z( qc( ti)). By definition of c and since 
W(V,(~~))F~(V,( T,‘)), if s+u: t is either a failed or a deadlocked reactive path (f-d- 
path) in qc(th), then s+a : t is an f-d-path in qc(tL). Conversely, if s-+u : t is an f-d-path 
in ;vrc(tL), then either s-u: t is an f-d-path in qc(th) or s’-+l is a reactive path in v,(t;), 
where s’ is contained in s. Then, by Definition 5.3,~~ replaces s+u: t+A of I by 
s+u: t+nil, iff either pL, replaces s+u:t+A of qc(th) by s-+u: t-nil, or s+l is in 
qc(th). Therefore, ~(~,~,(th))C~(ll,~,(th)) and, by definition of 5 and of p,p,q,&(ch) 
Quc~,&,(c,,) and this completes the proof. c3 
Lemma A.5. Let A = AI 11 A, and let m be such that q:(A) = v]:+‘(A). Then 
t?r(Ai)=YlF’ (A,), i= 1,2 und v~(A)=vT(v~(AI) I/ MU”). 
Proof. The lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of yl, and of the 
assumption on m. 0 
Lemma A.6 Let P, PI be programs and let pp, qp and pp be us defined in Definition 8.2. 
Then ~~Y~~PP(P~)=~~~~PP~~~~(P~). 
Proof. By definition of pP,qP and pP (Definition 8.2), we have to prove that, given 
a clause CEP, ,~c~cpp(c)=ll,~,ppll,~,(c). Let us first prove that ~cjP(c)=~,&~,(c). By 
definition of qc (Definition 5.3) we only need to prove that for any agent A, there exists 
m such that ry;l”PP(A)=q:ppqa(A), where, by definition, qb(A)=q,(A) and 
G’(A)=M-’ (A). The proof is by structural induction on A. For the sake of 
simplicity, in the sequel we omit the subscripts a, P when this does not cause any 
ambiguity. 
Base case: If A=nil, the result is obvious. If A, =p(x”) then qj(A)=qpy(A) since, 
by definition of y~,q(p(z))=p(g). Then the thesis holds for the base case. 
Inductive case: We have the following cases: 
(1) If A =a: t-+AI, then assume, by inductive hypothesis, there exists m such 
that v]“~~(AI)=~“~(AI). Then the thesis holds since ~“‘~(A)=u:t-+tf”~(A,) and 
f’~q(A)=~:t-tif’~y(A~). 
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(2) The case A = A 1 + A2 is similar to the previous one since 
Il”P(AI +‘42) 
=rlrn(j(A1)+i%A*)) (by definition of 5) 
=q”‘p(.4,)+q”‘P(A2) (by definition of q”) 
and analogously 
rl”p~(Al+A*)=rl”pll(A,)Stl”Pg(A,) 
Then, the thesis holds for m = max {nz,, WI,}, where, by inductive hypothesis, 
II”‘p?(Ai)=r?“lp(Ai), i=1,2 (for any A, if ~/“j~(A)=~“‘fi(A) then obviously 
II “+‘PP&q=‘Im+lp(A)). 
(3) If A = Al (( Al, let US suppose, by inductive hypothesis, that r”pr?(Ai)=rl”p(Ai), 
i= 1,2 (if the indexes for A 1 and AZ are different, we can choose the maximum as in the 
previous case). Moreover, let us assume 111 to be such that q”‘(A)= y”+‘(A) for any 
agent 2 such that q”‘(A) occurs in the proof. We have the following cases: 
(i) Either A-1 #Ci,, Ui: ti -SAi or A2#Cj,J US: I~+AI, and either Al #p(Z) or 
A,#q(X), for any p,q. Then 
~“‘tirl(Ar II A,) 
=VP(r?(A~)llrl(A,)) (by definition of q and by 
hypothesis on Al, AZ) 
=rl”(Prl(A~)llbv(A,)) (by definition of j) 
=rl”(rl”prl(Al)ilymii~(A2)) (by definition of q, Lemma A.5) 
=~“(rl”‘p(A~)lIrl”P(A,)) (by inductive hypothesis) 
=V(F(AI)IIP(A~)) (by Lemma A.5 and by hypothesis on un) 
=V”P(A, IIA,) (by definition of @) 
and the thesis holds. 
(ii) If Al =CiGl Ui: ti-+Ai and A2 =CjsJ u:: [;-+A;, then 
‘I~~v(AI II A21 
(by definition of q and by hypothesis on A,, AZ) 
\\ is1 / 1je.l 
(by definition of fi) 
= 5 i.i u ‘t +~"'fi~(AillA,) C ~~:tJ*~“‘p~(Al I/ A 
j.5.l 
(by definition of q) 
;, 1 
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(iii) 
= ( 2 i.i U ‘t ~~“p(Ai((A,) + C aJ:t;~~mp(A1((A;) )( joJ 1 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
=r? ml (( ,5;, (li: ti+j(Ai) N 2 u;: +@(A;) 1) 
(by definition of q) 
(by definition of p) 
=r?“‘P(A, II AZ) (by definition of A, and AZ) 
and the thesis holds. 
If Al =p(z), A, =4(x”) then 
vliM(Ai II AI) 
=yp(q(Al)lIq(A2)) (by definition of q and by hypothesis on A,, AZ) 
=rlfi(A, II Al). (by definition of ‘1 and by hypothesis on A,, A,) 
and the thesis holds. 
We have proved that qCpP(c)=qC~qC(c) for any clause c. By definition of ccc and by 
a straightforward inductive argument, for a generic clause c, ~Cp(c)=p~,(c) and 
MM~~)=P~v~(~). Then ~c~cP~c~c(~)=~(c~c~cP~c(~)=~c~cP~r(c)=~c~c~(c) and this 
completes the proof. 0 
Lemma A.I. Let P,P1 be programs, and let j be as defined in Dejinition 8.2. Let 
P*=~PvP(P). Then ~p~~P~*(P1)=~~~~Pp(P1). 
Proof. By definition of clauses (Definition 3.2) we only need to prove that, for any 
agent A, there exists m such that ~(a~,mpp*(A)=~c,llampp(A). For the sake of simplicity, 
we omit the subscript a when this does not case any ambiguity. The proof is by 
structural induction on A. In what follows, we make the same assumption on m as we 
made in the proof of Lemma A.6. 
Base case: The case A =nil is obvious. 
If A=p(z) and p(z):-B is the clause for p in P, then p(g):-~~]“‘(B)GP*. Then 
PV”‘~P*(A) 
=pv]“‘pq”(B) (by definition of pPS and assumption on m) 
=/w”(B) (by Lemma A.6) 
=pq”pp(A) (by definition of pP) 
and the thesis holds for the base case. 
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Inducrire CCIS~: We have the following possibilities: 
(1) If A=u:t-,A,, two cases exist. 
(i) If pq”‘pp*(A)=u: t+r~il then, by definition of ~,,q”‘j~(A)=a: t+nll and the 
thesis holds. 
(ii) If l~t~~b~*(A)=u:f~~lrl”‘P~*(A,) then, by definition of p, ~q”fiP(A)= 
a:t+/olmpp(A r) and the thesis holds since, by inductive hypothesis, 
~l}ln’pp*(A,)=~(l?mI)P(A1). 
(2) If A = Al + A2 then 
/lq”‘jp. (A, + AZ) 
=~(l?“‘(pp*(Al)+t1)~*(A2)) (by definition of Pr*) 
=~~OI”‘~~*(A~)+‘~~(,~*(A~)) (by definition of rl) 
=~11?“‘6,,*(A~)+~(rl”‘P~*(A~) (by definition of ,M) 
and analogously 
~rl”‘?~(Ar +A,)=~“lmbp(A,)+~lrlmpp(Az). 
Then the thesis follows since, by inductive hypothesis, for i = 1,2, 
~l)ln’pp(Ai)=~(l~“‘l)p*(Ai). 
(3) If A = A, /I AZ, as in the previous case. 
N”‘&*(AI II Ad 
=~lrlm(j)p+(A,)llpp*(Az)) (by definition of pr.) 
=~~“(~~“‘P~*(A,)I/‘~“‘PP*(A~)) (by Lemma A.5 and by 
hypothesis on rn) 
=~lrlml~(f~mpp*(A,)ll~‘nC)p*(A~)) (by definition of p) 
=~~rlm(~ylm~p*(A~)II~trl”‘P~“(A~)) (by definition of II) 
and analogously 
PV~~P(A, II A,)=~~r?‘“(~~~~~pp(A~)lliu’~“‘P~(A~)). 
Then the thesis follows by inductive hypothesis. 
Since we have considered all the cases, the thesis holds. 0 
Definition A.8. Lrt P hc~ u yroyram. Then the collections of’ proyrums P” and PI1 are 
dejned 0s ,fidlows: 
P’=P, p^‘=P, 
pn+1 
= u Ur1,f’(c;:‘, P’), P+‘= u 
UHf(c:;) P). 
j=l. .m j=l. .m 
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where P”=(C; ,..., CL} and P^“={c*y ,... ,?L}. Moreover, we define the collections of 
interpretations m and f” as follows: 
I’ =I(I4rlY(P)), r^l =~(WC(P)), 
I”=I(P”), fY(P^“), n = 2,3,. , 
where I(P) is defined as in De$nition 7.4 and pP,qy are defined in Dejinition 8.2. 
Lemma A.9. Let P” and k” be as dejined in Dejinition A.8. Then, for n = 1,2, . . . . 
P”=p^“. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The base case is obvious. Let us suppose by 






(by definition of p) 
(by Definition 5.3 and by definition of C”) 
‘I*PVP PP...PP (P). 
L I 
(by Lemma A.6) 
Let P*“=PP...~P(P). By inductive hypothesis, ~n=~n=~pqpP*“-l. Then 
i 
n 
P -??+ l =~pr/ppp,,(P) (by definition of 6) 
=FPylPPFn(p) (by inductive hypothesis) 
=pPvPPP*“-‘(P) (by Lemma A.7) 
=ppylpPp...Pp(P). (by definition of p and of P”) 
n 
and the thesis holds. Cl 
Lemma A.lO. Let P be a program, and let f”, n = 1,2,. . , be the collection of interpreta- 
tions defined in Definition A.8. Then I?” = Tip ( _Lp), n = 1,2,. 
Proof. Assume 1 <h<m. Let P={c,,c,,. . . , cm}, where ch is the clause for the pre- 
dicate ph, and let P^“={c*; ,..., c^k), n=1,2 ,..., be as defined in Definition A.8. Let 
Thp(lp)=(J7,J; ,..., J;) and p=(fi,fi ,... ,f;,), n= I,2 ,..., where ii and J; are 
interpretations for the predicate ph. The proof is by induction on n. 
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Base case. By Definition 8.1 (TUP operator), J,f =A!( Unf(ch, Ip) 5 and by Defini- 
tion A.8 (interpretation $) .4’(~LpqP(cp,))~ =r^,‘. By Definition 5.3 (unfolding 
rules), Definition 7.2 (J?(C) transformation) and Definition 8.1 (IP element), 
9( Unf(c,,, IP))=.‘R(~PqP(c,,)), where ,u~, vp are defined by Definition 8.2. 
Then J,! = 9( Unf(c,, Ip)) - = :%Y(ppqp (c,,))’ = fd and the thesis holds for the base 
case. 
Inductive case. Assume, by inductive hypothesis, J;= fl. By definition of 
I^“,~~=&!(?~)‘. Then 
(by definition of T,,) 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
= 
I u xdci,:)‘) 
9(Unf(ch, T))’ (by definition of fr). 
TE(.ff(i”I‘ x
Let us define T* =(ti(?;), . . ..A$‘(?.)). Then 
,+1 ‘,g(c*;“) (by definition of ?) 
=%J(U?tf(c,, I;,)) * (by definition of ?i”) 
=a(Un,f’(c,,, T*)% (by definition of 4? and T*), 
where the m-tuple of reactive behaviors T * is interpreted as a program in the obvious 
way. By definition of 2: (Definition 6.6) T*E(~?(?;)~ x ... x a(?“,)%) and, therefore, 
9(Urrf(c,, T*) = G u &(Unf(c,,, T)) - 
‘rEl*~i;l= X. x dw~- j“, 
and, hence, f{ + ’ s J{ ’ ’ Conversely, by definition of h and of the preorder 5 
(Definition 6.2), VTE(&?(?;)~ x ... x &?(?k)-), if T=(tl,...,tm) then t,,da(c;) 
for h=1,2 )...) m. Then, by Lemma 8.3, V TE(.%(?;)= x ... xa(c*;)-), 
:%?(Unf(c,,, T))<A’( Unf(ch, T*)). Therefore, 
U d?(Unf(c,, T)) = &.JR(Unf(ch, T*)) * 
/‘s(lll;)= x x #(i”)‘, * 
and, hence, J; ’ ’ c f{ ’ ’ ; this completes the proof. Cl 
Lemma A.ll. Let P={c,,... , c,} be a program and let ci and C{ be de$ned as follows 
(k=l,...,m): 
c;=c hr ?,j =ch, 
c;:=p,,-I(c;-‘), c;:=&(c;-l), 
wkeveP”={c; ,..., cz} and P”={(.; ,..., CL} and 6 is dejined as in Definition 8.2. Then 
Vn 3j>,n suck that P”=Pi. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The base case is obvious since P’ = P ‘. Let 
Pi = pi by inductive hypothesis. Assume 1 d h d m. Then 
n+l_ - 
ch --PP.(C3 (by definition of c;’ ‘) 
=pp, (Ci) (by inductive hypothesis) 
=PidCh) (by definition of Pj for a suitable kaj) 
-k 
=ck (by definition of E:) 
and the thesis holds. 0 
Lemma A.12. Let I’, f2,. . be the collection of interpretations dejined by Definition 
A.8 and let I I, I’, . be the collection of interpretations defined by Dejinition 1.5. Then 
Vn I”sI” and Vn 3j(>n) such that I”Gij. 
Proof. Assume 1 d h<m. Let P’, P2, . and P’, P2, . . be the collections of programs 
defined by Definitions A.8 and 7.5, respectively, where, for n = 1,2,. . , P”= (27,. . . ,t;} 
and P”= {c;, . . , CL}. Let pp, qP and pp be as defined in Definitions 5.3 and 8.2. Then 
(by Definition 5.3) 
= ,&&?P”‘~P(ch) (by Lemma A.6) 
n 
and 
C n+l = Unf(c;, P”) (by definition of Pi) 
=A%PP44) (by Definition 5.3) 
=,4%PP~llcylcPP~-’ . .’ I*EqcPP(Ck) (by definition of c;) 
Y 
” 
(by Lemma A.7), 
where for i=1,2,...,n,ppqp(P*‘)=Pi. By Lemma A.ll, there existsjan such that 
/%‘..&‘(c,,)= pp*npp*n- 1 . ..fip (c,,). 
- - 
j n 
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Then V’n 3j such that S?(c{)=&‘(CA) and, by definition of p and I”, Vn 3j(an) such 
that 1”~ I’. Moreover, since I’, I*, . . is a chain, p E ij for any j> n. Then Vn, 
m G Fj= I”, where j > n is chosen as before and this completes the proof. @ 
Theorem 8.7 (equivalence of the fixpoint and the unfolding semantics). Let P be 
a program. Then Jl/( P) = ,F( P). 
Proof. By Definition 7.5, BE&(P) iff 3n such that BEI” (where I” is an interpretation 
of the chain as defined by Definition 7.5). By Definition 8.5, BEF(P) iff 3m such that 
BE Tzp(lp). Then in order to prove the theorem, we only need to prove that, for 
n= 1,2,..., if BEI” then 3m such that BeTcp(lp) and vice versa. Let I’, r*, . . . and 
I^‘, r^‘, .. . be as defined in Definition A.8. Assume BEI”. Then, by Lemma A.12, there 
exists m ( 3 n) such that BET”‘. Moreover, by Lemma A.9, r”’ = f”’ and, by Lemma A. 10, 
I^“‘= T$( Ip). Therefore, BE TF’( I,_.). Conversely, if BE TL:p( Ip), by Lemma A.lO, 
BEI^“, by Lemma A.9, BEI”, and by Lemma A.12, BEI”; this completes the proof. 0 
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